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From: Terrie Barrie <'.(l5f(~)=---- - _- - - - }
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2018 6:13 PM
To: FOIA Requests (CDC)
Subject: Freedom of Information Act Request
CDC/ATSDR
Attn: FOIA Office, MS-D54
1600 Clifton Road, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30333
Dear FOIA Officer:
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA} I am requesting the following
documents:

SRDB 29584 (related to Dow Chemical:tA 1959 letter from Dow to
the AEC regarding ventilation for Mg-Th weldin!]
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ORDER: DECREASING COST TO AGENCY AND MYSELF
For those responsive records that currently exist in electronic
format (such as email, Word, or PDF files) please provide those
documents in such native format by copying the files onto a
CDR or DVD. For those documents which exist only in paper
form, please scan those documents into PDF files and copy
those files onto a CDR or DVD. Where paper copies of records
are available in electronic form contain handwritten marks or
notes, please provide both the native electronic record as well
as a copy of the paper record including metadata.
This request specifically includes - and you are specifically
directed to obtain, preserve in native format and produce - any

records that exist on personal computers, portable phones,
Blackberries, or other devices, or in personal email, data, voice
mail or text mail accounts owned or controlled by any officer,
employee or agent of the federal government in searchable
native format including metadata.
For each record that you contend is exempt from the FOIA,
please specifically identify the record by subject, title, author,
custodian and date, and specifically state how the specific
statutory exemption applies to the record being exempted. For
each record that is only partially exempt from disclosure, please
provide a redacted copy of that record.

WAIVER, REQUESTED
Because these documents will be used for noncommercial
purposes, I am seeking a full "waiver" of all fees associated with
any of the request made herein. My work on behalf of the
Energy Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program
claimants is entirely a pro bono effort and I am in no way being
compensated financially for this advocacy effort. I do not have
any economic interest in this FOIA request nor in any of the
documentation that I am requesting under this FOIA request.
Furthermore, this documentation that will be used on behalf of
the nuclear weapons workers will also be made available to the
general public as well as other former nuclear weapons workers
and their advocates across the country that are similarly seeking
compensation and seeking to inform the public about the people
who worked at the Department of Energy's facilities.
Additionally, this letter advises that CDC will waive all fees for
"all requesters who act as advocates for former nuclear
workers." hllp_JLe..e.cap.org/PPE Files/EEC
AP/FOIA/2012_) uly 13 ..bllQS H-Blanket Wai.\le.Lp.d.f
Please forward the documents requested under this FOIA
to
J Please advise me immediately of
the FOIA tracking number by notifying me at the email address.
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For those responsive records that currently exist in electronic format {such as email.
Word, or PDF files) please provide those documents in such native format by copying
the files onto a CDR or DVD. For those documents which exist only In paper form,
please scan those documents into PDF files and copy those files onto a CDR or DVD.
Where paper copies of records are available in electronic form contain handwritten
marks or notes. please provide both the native electronic record as well as a copy of
the paper record including metadata.
This request specifically includes - and you are specifically directed to obtain,
preserve in native format and produce - any records that exist on personal computers,
portable phones, Blackberries, or other devices, or in personal email, data. voice mail
or text mail accounts owned or controlled by any officer, employee or agent of the
federal government in searchable native format including metadata.

For each record that you contend is exempt from the FOIA, please specifically identify
the record by subject, title, author, custodian and date, and specifically state how the
specific statutory exemption applies to the record being exempted. For each record
that is only partially exempt from disclosure, please provide a redacted copy of that'
record.
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r-;e,rie Barrie\
~lllance of Nu~r Worker Advocacy Groups (ANWAG)
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